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The beginning of the text 

 

The text is intended for all officers, representatives of the police in the range of all European 

terrorist states and their foreign alliances crime. 

 

The text is intended for all soldiers, representatives of the army in the range of all European 

terrorist states and their foreign alliances crime. 

 

The text is a message about the start of our cooperation in order to eliminate the largest 

format organized criminal and terrorist groups that spread level policy structure of your state 

and government, so people who are active against the security and stability of your country, 

civilization, state and society, just the threat of demilitarization and the creation of the first 

global war as the risk of extinction 7 billion people, or complete extinction of your civilization. 

 

Your civil service and disposal duties terrorist movement is a lawful act supported by every 

form of international law and global political responsibilities for security and cooperation. 

 

Examples from history, according to the actual value of the current situation and our 

responsibilities: 

 

The Soviet Union, and achieving the ability to catch up with Adolf Hitler's suicide, an act 

over which comes the modern form of world politics of the United Nations, an act which until 

today celebrates the whole world, the whole range of human existence in the world today, and 

thus the reason for the emergence of any rules and legal principles at the international level. 

Today's system of international politics is created just so we possessed the full entitlement to 

our joint activities and elimination of terrorism. UNSC must support us, encourage us UNGA 

must. Any opposition against us is global terrorism and violation of all international 

principles, and every terrorist must be fully destroyed, eliminated and concealment, as well as 

everyone who cooperates with such a person.  

 

 

 



 

 
 

 

The World Declaration about The First Global War 2000: 

 https://www.docdroid.net/ACkM3an/the-world-declaration-about-first-global-war-

2000.pdf.html 

 

 

 

A basic explanation of the situation, your duty is to get up and start cooperation for the 

removal of Acts of terror political structure of the country in your government, because 

legally ensure the stability of governments and states. 

 

Today, your government is based on World Terrorism your nation supports terrorism 

government and your own government service is not working in the interests of the legal 

principle of international politics. 

 

Your government has lost the value of political legally and peaceful entity, your state may 

therefore be disposed of weapon for mass destruction. 

 

Therefore, if you get up and uninstall of terrorism in your government and your country 

is saved, and the ability of the ensuing political, civilizational and freely in the interest of 

peace and security to develop. 

 

Disposal of terrorism in your country because it means the ability to stop the rights and 

international obligations for all governments, the World obligation to commence disposal 

of your country through the weapons of mass destruction and disposal of the full 

dimension of civilization. 

 

 
 

 

https://www.docdroid.net/ACkM3an/the-world-declaration-about-first-global-war-2000.pdf.html
https://www.docdroid.net/ACkM3an/the-world-declaration-about-first-global-war-2000.pdf.html


 
 

y name and Titul, The King Peter Gottwald, representative of The Federal 

Government Imperium of Diamond's, today government as illegaly blocked subject 

under occupation and neo-colonization under the crime of apartheid and the 

complication oposition of global terrorism which are both also based on the deterioration of my 

identity and rights or freedoms, today mean treaten against safety or legal validity of Your State, 

country and nation. 

The Federal Government Imperium of Diamond's as the government of a country which 

according to the confirmation of International law based on a system legal principle as a 

political entity in the form of Government in order to represent the state and the government 

with a legal territories in North-East Africa The Diamond Oasis, consequential territory of The 

Rockall Diamond in the North Atlantic, another partly territories around the world, and thus 

legal own register territories on other planets, with the ability to use and develop such a 

civilization’s. 

The Federal Government Imperium of Diamond's as a legal political organization on behalf of 

the country's government which is based on its own population in the form of legal right registry, 

which is in the beginning as the real value of 2.100.000.000 people, the most populous state in 

the world, and thus at the same time as 1/3 of the human population without any credit 

calculation to the value of current losses 16 year development and than claims to be the natural 

population growth increase that exceeds the value already much than 5.000.000.000 people, it is 

a form of entitlement combined population of 7.000.000.000 people strength and therefore more 

valuable than the population of our planet Earth. 

The Federal Government Imperium of Diamond's as a legal political organization on behalf of 

the country's government which is based on its jurisdiction intelligence, economically registry 

and planning civilization development. The Government is now under formal demilitarization 

under systematic genocide and thus at the same time and under occupation because of terrorism, 

European governments and their policies the country which violates all principles of 

International rules and at the same time thereby the European Policy rob and hurt many other 

governments in the country abroad. Converted in each country are worth more than the cost 

range of the planet Earth. 

 

European governments countries as a criminal organized political group that violates more 

than 95% of all international law and political obligations to the extent of validity of the 

whole world, hard and thick crimes against humanity and the rights of peoples hard and 

thick crimes against all States worldwide. 

 

Link to document about European Crime’s: 

http://nd06.jxs.cz/217/459/5d124dda96_103176324_o2.jpg 

 

European governments countries today as a group of world terrorism and the responsibility for 

the worst deeds in the history of mankind, today constant reinforcement in the form of threats 

form the first global war who can kill more than 7.000.000.000 people, the value of the entire 

range of humanity. 

M 

http://nd06.jxs.cz/217/459/5d124dda96_103176324_o2.jpg


Crimes which are based on violations of political principle of diplomacy and freedom of states 

and their development and communication, and than discrimination on the development and 

rights of our communications or establish cooperation, expansion of blocking threats and 

terrorist act against our relations and the possibility of joint or agreement and friendship. Crimes 

against the UN Charter and all formats the International law today as the worst crime already in 

the Second World War, today as a most biggest crimes what can do. 

European crimes such as murder and tyranny, the tyranny of small children at the National 

reality show and because of damage the rights and legal claiming the value of all countries 

throughout the world, all just to support activities and global terrorism. 

Rape small children reality show for the public name of the own state and country and a society 

with full cooperation. Robbing identity as punishment for its efforts to promote development 

and the safety of other states and nations, really powerful apartheid and discrimination or every 

day monitoring and blocked be illegal activities. Murder of family members for being on our 

legal party is the justice and legal power. Forced to hunger for it that their country is in debt 

and without a legal-political values because of an act of International terrorism. Abuse for help 

because hypnosis to Justice System and the legal right not to be active. Threats, murders since 

Terrorist does not own any ability to survive another form. Blocking education and obtaining 

information about the world, because the whole world is based on opposition to terrorism and 

crime since identity as the European felon not supported. Blocking international communication, 

because the terrorist movement advocates prefer to actually false opinion, the intention secretly 

rob other states without their knowledge. The lies and deceit, robbing efforts around the world 

and abuse situations to develop their own civilization, monopoly and lies. Violation of the right 

of democracy and justice court democracy in Europe must not be encouraged and groups are 

blocked with threats, false police investigation and the results of the police and state security 

departments, from party of site security organization, fake court proceedings without respect to 

the evidence in the interest of innocence of the accused, falsely the Court's judgments without 

the possibility defend, false police searches for persons who intend to use International law and 

laws. Violation of all fundamental rights of human principles and freedom and claims really a 

crime against all claims and obligations of International law, European terrorist states as 

subjects which may not take advantage of any claim International recognition and political 

legitimacy. 

Crimes which are based on the inhumanity of the largest character and systematically support 

for Reall Genocide against the 300.000.000 small children. Through a planned genocide 

crimes and national cooperation, blocking the ability to stop the death of innocent people and 

public cooperation for the misinformation. Public promotion of racism and incitement to 

violence in order to step liquidation of all claims and legal rights of other states. Violation of 

states' rights and freedoms in accordance with International principles. Committing many forms 

of international terrorism and murder, acts in the form of organized crime. Systematic 

occupation and neo-colonialism in the global forms, many jurisdictions violations of law 

throughout the world and robbing the country of their value at a level more important than our 

planet Earth and also match your robbing the state and citizens in your country. 

! First Biggest Genocide in Human History ! 

Out of All International Rule’s and System’s 



European policy is active in achieving genuine forms of crime which means breaking all the 

International principles, the threat of collapse of the global security system and to create a world 

full of anarchy. Damaging all claims and security of other States, and acts in the form of world 

terrorism, abuse of special technology to create earthquakes and tornadoes or typhoons and 

tsunamis. Shoot down aircrafts and innocents passengers of murder, shooting down aircraft and 

murder of political policies that do not want to cooperate on crime and they want to defend legal 

rights and justice. Murdering innocent people and their families and friends, secret genocide in 

the form of using technology to typhoons and earthquakes, murders to several tens and hundreds 

of thousands of people, or heavily damaged civilization. European governments for a long time, 

and quietly, they violate the principles and many of the claims of other states, the state which 

therefore slowly lose their own political parties and their internal matter and integrity is severely 

damaging and stealing from them. European states also use the technology for the calculation 

rhythm mathematical reality around us, and therefore your country are under monitoring 

espionage and manipulation, the same as departments for security and against terrorisme or 

political fraud. European governments are abusing the technology for manipulation with our 

reality or abusin of another special military and secret tecnologies for their genocides or create 

political incident’s, suport for murder of many important people in world, support murder 

Muammar Kaddafi in 2011, the assassination of President Republic of Poland in 2010 and in 

2013 was generated by the terrorist attacks in the form of expansion of the deadly Ebola virus 

because of efforts to liquidate the opposition politics of the African continent, the 2014 virus 

spread Zika the same reason and it affirmed the already planned with threats before the year 

2010. Each of these terrorist step was already warning in 2010 and earlier. Many activities and 

step-terrorism, global crime and outshine all the facts and statistics fascism during World War II. 

According to the area of all real values of the consequences of European policy and their crimes, 

so it is really that European governments had lost their right to the land required by admitting 

their legitimacy POLITICAL names, or economic activity and the right to social and media 

activities. 

Legal value of European policy and their government is in the same character as The ISIS who 

today occuped Your State and Country. Your Government ,,is only’’ Occupation and 

International Crime. 

 

European governments are the greatest country in the history of mankind terrorists and their 

crimes also outstrips the crimes of the Second World War and power of genocides. European 

governments are ground together 1/4 overtook brutal pace of Adolf Hitler today, 300 milion 

dead people over a period of 16 year, today strongly threats against global security threats and 

strongly exterminated about 7 miliard people. Violation of all International rules and harsh 



crimes against jurisdictions all countries throughout the world. European states and 

automatically loses acknowledged as the legitimate government and political actors, because 

such political entities are only in the form of terrorist regime that is losing the right to own legal 

identity of the government and holding sovereignty and jurisdiction over the territory of Europe 

and other territories. 

Today, it is really that your government and policy, such a policy of censorship and through 

media keeps their sovereignty as a terrorist movement, disqualifications De Facto, and features 

only De Juri by utilizing terrorism and blocking justice. Legal value as the ISIS, Al-Qaeda, 

Boko Haram or similar form’s of terrorist squat’s who only occuped foregin territories and 

under International Right’s they are ,,not have’’ any rights for political identity and legitimation 

or recognization. 

Right now your government keeps its sovereignty over the same format as political values today 

is the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria, Al-Qaeda, others radical and terrorist movements that are 

around the world written on lists of the worst terrorist groups and with global duties to shot it. 

This means that any form for the procedure through direct disposal of every European policy or 

other responsible officials, through the immediate killed, it's not any criminal act, it is an 

International obligation for all governments and states. 

 

Link to The Document of European Crime Dimension under Legal Right’s: 

http://nd06.jxs.cz/217/459/5d124dda96_103176324_o2.jpg 

 

 

! First Biggest Crime’s in Human History ! 

Threaten of First Global War 2000 

 

Not functioning courts, corruption among the full range of government, the Senate, the 

Parliament, the President and representatives of the Government, The Ministries as well as the 

police service as a state. In many cases, terrorism stat helps too as citizens, and because 

therefore today is actually in the interests of International political obligations will be your 

country of destination for demilitarization similarly as Iraq, Syria, Afghanistan or other nations, 

and not can exist any people who can votre for stop it. Direct examples is also available directly 

from Yugoslavia in 1999. 

Such incidents demilitarization can take place only in case if you fail based on the effort to 

eliminate terrorist groups in European politics, the people overtook the value of criminal Adolf 

Hitler, Osama bin-Laden, many other terrorist criminals. 

Today, in the interest of analytic acreage financial debt levels over the damaged project and the 

activities within the scope of the other worlds and planets in other Galaxies, so it is truly a 

validation of European financial debt is at times 845.500.000.000.000.000 times the value of 

global GDP of our planet Earth, and thus repeated every one second, the sum of the last 16 to 18 

year period of 1998-2000. The largest debt in the history of humanity, which may mean the debt 

http://nd06.jxs.cz/217/459/5d124dda96_103176324_o2.jpg


actually due to the full bankruptcy of European governments in the country and their 

civilization, especially if a European scheme will repeat terrorist activities. 

I know that this level of financial value can be for you as nonsense, but I was able to prove the 

reall of such dimensions are existential and real. Financial value of European debt are very real 

and existential legally, physical demand and the ability of legal responsibility. 

Today there is no any political subject who is legally able to communicate with any person 

from the circle of European policy. All governments countries abroad have a duty to respect 

such principles and support, this is the main principle of the significance of the UN Charter, 

and thus the same way all the principles of the Convention and the UN General Assembly. 

 

The United Nation’s Organization 
Legal Oposition against The European Terrorist regime’s 

Your country's government lost a legitimate recognition of losses Pursuant to all principles of 

international law which are confirmed much than 193 states in the world as members of the 

UNGA, or 2/3 of world democracy of governments countries as a proportion of minimum 

democratic rules for recognizing behalf of UN organizations conventions and rights, the center 

of world politics and security, law and duty policies. 

Your government is therefore only entity that is occupying your country, the value of the 

biggest treason in the history of mankind and hard crimes against your country. Your business 

corporation may in future be internationalized through foreign countries' governments and their 

courts, your bank will also internationalized through foreign policy and their courts, everyone 

abroad against their own legal rights and real right so they could from your country to enforce 

the vast stronger value than the size of the economy of your civilization. 

Such rights possessed by every day around the world, and not just because of Acts of terror 

politics in your country. Rights who own merchants, any business man, and as well as the form 

of any commercial corporations and Banks, financial debt in values across a range of economies 

planet Earth, according to the actual extent. The right of each policy from around the world, 

political generations mandate today or anytime in the future year, debts to state which rapidly is 

again valuable than the economy of planet Earth. 

Politicians in your country, everyone who supported such a disaster, they are the biggest traitors 

of your government and the state, the biggest crime of high treason and is therefore legally and 

also the obligation to immediately inform all these people fully to shoot, killing them instantly. 



Crimes against every single principle and importance of the UN Charter, the violation of the 

stability of the world system of policy violations, while more than 95% international 

declarations, the Convention and UN resolutions. Violation of all international rules and 

promulgation of the legitimate activities of international terrorism with the intention of 

opposition against the whole world and without respecting the responsibility of the crimes. 

Today, because your government is the country's biggest criminal in the history of mankind, 

your state is therefore lawfully designed for full disposal with the help of weapons of mass 

destruction, and it is because of the existence of these terrorist policy. Politicians who actually 

act in contradiction with all international rights and obligations, and therefore, your country is in 

a real danger of nuclear and mass destruction in the event of an attempt by a European terrorist 

response of any nature will be your country is massively disposed of with chemical weapons, 

viruses, special technology continental disposal and other special technologies for special 

situations and the obligation of mass destruction and state of liquidation. 

Your current criminal policy and strategy, attempts excuses, the greatest treason in the history 

of your country and the nation, in just a period of more than a hundred year there was no worse 

criminal and criminal identity against the state. Thus the extent of your country, as well as the 

extent of the whole human world, he rights and entitlements only for disposal, no values are 

political in nature. 

If you do not punish these criminals, then future generations and your entire nation will punish 

these criminals and also with each of you, for that you have supported these crimes and their 

stability. Other new mandates in your country or another government's mandate abroad, each 

custom duty for disposal and previous convictions of terrorism, it means that in any case arises 

fully armed opposition to terrorism today or until the next lapse of time, but in any the case will 

be severely punished anyone and everyone who refused to cooperate in accordance with 

national and international legal obligation to dispose of world terrorism. 

Global cooperation maintaining a system of international law 

that is stronger than the terrorist opposition 

Crimes for which there is no entitlement to any existence of such an entity and a state or 

government, it also means our right to require enabling efforts for the creation of the liquidation 

of terrorist political structures, and thus creating the ability for the activity of the national voting 

to select new mandates of your government, or in another case, during confirmation of terrorism 

in full structure and inactive duty jurisdiction or governmental responsibilities, so today 

violations more than 95% of all international rights arises your eligibility for the start of full 

disposal of your government, and so the steps taken through the national self-determination of 

the government and sovereignty, or the case of Your will reject any security cooperation, it is a 

confirmation of subsequent claim for establishing another new arrangements for the government 

and the development of territorial supremacy name, too Imperium of Diamond's, and with the 

support of all international law under the current extent of the situation today. 

We now live in a world in which terrorism does not own any of the rights and entitlements, 

because terrorism must be intended only to be destroyed, perish and brutally crushed. Therefore, 

if there remains EXISTING territory, today I am the first man that apply to such values actually 

legal entitlements. Therefore, you must begin our security cooperation and security we support 



you and for your country and state stability, the only chance for the survival of your people and 

the state, now, now. 

We therefore together we will expand our defense strategy and international forces. 

International forces in the form of all European soldiers and police, just the way it is our goal 

and major tasks secretly contacted other governments in the countries abroad, with its 

application for the obligations of the UN Charter and the beginning of our cooperation for the 

destruction of European terrorism, ensuring stability for global security, and removal of threats 

to the emergence of the First Global War, 2000. 

Today, we as a generation after World War II; We jointly own world which is based on a 

system of global cooperation for the prevention of crimes and genocide and wars, prevention 

and international cooperation under the Charter of the United Nations System world policy that 

ensured stability and security for many of the world's nations and States, a system that stopped 

many wars and crimes and genocides, promote the development of the human world and the 

removal of barricades between Nations System which is based names of important people of 

world history, people recognized today among many states and governments, a role model for 

every politician from around the world and a model for our future generations too. 

Today really is, that European governments land was a crime really outpace the actual 

dimensions of World War II and that nature of global crime, and is actually of European politics 

can in many ways to create truly awful actions and threats, but it is well to remember that today 

we live in a world which is based on a system of international law the UN convention on the 

obligations of States and Governments for peace, because each of us can be prepared and the 

power of prevention against crime movement, and so therefore for the defense of our world 

system and security for all countries in the world that An important value which we are held at 

existence. 

Significant person in politics during World War II, people like Sir Winston Leonard Spencer-

Churchill, Chiang Kai-shek, Franklin Delano Roosevelt, Joseph Vissarionovich Stalin, Charles 

André Joseph Marie de Gaulle, Władysław Eugeniusz Sikorski, Josip Broz Tito, and other 

governments and the states which collectively able to resist coercion by Adolf Hitler, important 

people who secured a big step for mankind and our pride. 

Alliance against The World War II 

 

These are people who revised the world and proved the value of a force for justice and peace, 

for freedom and victory, strength and courage to fight and opposition, and therefore they stood 



up and supported such a direction, they rose and together united and therefore they need to 

break to be accountable and thus win against the enemy of all humanity, against those who have 

managed only to rob, cheat and provoke, murder, and tyrannize occupy, to deaden the Holocaust 

and torment poison or poison the whole family. 

Brutal incidents after the Second World War, the incidents that the world remembers until today, 

and the world is strong learned their lesson. People like to have Sir Winston Leonard Spencer-

Churchill, Chiang Kai-shek, Franklin Delano Roosevelt, Joseph Vissarionovich Stalin, Charles 

André Joseph Marie de Gaulle, Władysław Eugeniusz Sikorski, Josip Broz Tito, and other 

governments and the state, they managed to win with the help of Justice and enrich the whole 

world of significant possibilities, formation of international alliances and inspirations as the 

strength of all states of the world, and the emergence of the United Nations and a power of the 

world can do together to defend and exploit creation processes and international defense counsel 

governments around the world. 

People can be proud for their names, the governments of countries that can be proud of 

for their strength and courage. 

Today, they have created for us a system of international capacity on behalf of the UN Charter 

which serve to prevent crime in the same form as today's European presence and you are in your 

possession the same capabilities and significant life chance, opportunity to start you on a 

courageous journey and back up power against new fascism who is in the form of world 

terrorism and occupation rights and entitlements of all Governments of countries around the 

world, the main concern is your advice really important step for the security of your country and 

your civilization, therefore, may subsequently exist. 

You and your name could be known around the world, and your name will be the pride and 

celebrate your whole nation collectively with many states and nations and politicians around the 

world. You will therefore become a hero and rescue a group for your country and the nation. 

Your name may be known as a person who collectively liberated European states from terrorist 

occupation and, really the worst to criminal identities in the history of human existence. 

It is the best options for you and your country, and pride in your name, and the future of your 

career. It is also the main case best options for you legal status. At the same time incidents in the 

future that investigation by police Interpol or foreign interrogators and investigative teams from 

UN organizations, or from other governments sstran States and international organizations. 

Investigation may initiate any government countries and worldwide, immediately after using the 

legal rights UNGA and the UN, and in such a case is confirmed not the legitimacy of the 

European political entity as the country's government, and in this case will be carried out 

demilitarization, a great threat for the extinction of the entire system of European Transport 

systems, industrial, infrastructure, agriculture heavily damaged, it means hard extinction of the 

economy and soon also fully extinction of civilization immediately after the destruction bomber 

territories and demilitarization. 

In any case, filled with the destruction of all military centers, and maybe The police basal 

everything. Therefore, it is an obligation for you to prevent such threats, and therefore 

immediately liquidate the terrorists Europe. 



Then, in this case will come also investigating police by other countries around the world, and 

Every criminal who did not respond to my call to his duty, he will therefore be worldwide 

enforcement of the death penalty, as well as an immediate shot in case of resistance justice. 

It is real that many countries' governments may require such a person, all policies and at the 

same time as other people from government service who supported criminals, people who 

refused to cooperate in the destruction of terrorism in politics, each of these people may be 

enforced by the death penalty, and so too Anyone with such a person has been in contact, it 

means the members of your family, friends, some neighbors, people over the period these 

terrorist activities were in personal contact. 

Therefore, the best option for you to start immediate liquidation of terrorist forces and all those 

who support such crimes and ensure they refused to exercise their political and official 

responsibilities which means cooperation for security and peace in the interests of your state, 

and thus the interests of the world. 

If you do not own an interest in cooperating, for your country and civilization, it means the 

complete bankruptcy of civilization, completely ceasing economy, industry and agriculture and 

at the same time ceasing all forms of political activity and society. In such a case, there will 

remain a crime and crime in terms of social anarchy. Trafficking in human beings, strong 

consumption of drugs, and drug and arms trafficking, illegal manufacture of weapons and 

powerful explosives, crimes in the form of murder, genocide, anarchist territorial conflicts, the 

terrorist group and the Centre for similar groups such as ISIS, Al-Qaeda, others . In such a case, 

therefore insuring that if you do not fully cooperate against terrorism, then if the foreign 

investigative thymidine is received in good time, which means that will punish your state, your 

stock and everyone who lives in your country. People in initial reaction to such incident will be 

brutally killing all police officers for their treason against the country and frauds, murders, 

violence in the streets, torching houses, cars and major property bombs in state and 

governmental buildings, radikalism on the street, of murder and violence, chaos and anarchy 

direction, until such time as there is full depopulation and population escaped to other countries 

abroad. Mass Immigration and frequent contract killings of refugees at the border. 

The Order of Europe to Your Future 

 



In such cases, mostly police and soldiers will be killing immediately, without exercising legally 

able to courts of other countries' governments, or ICC. Therefore, it is much better for everyone 

immediately dispose your support terrorist groups in your politics and society, and thus ensure 

Good, healthy and legal life for you, your family and friends. Particularly, it is a good quality of 

life for your country and for everyone who lives in these territories. 

So for us the emergence duty as a pride for our efforts to keep the existence of our state and 

civilization, each of us must immediately and immediately start cooperation with other police 

and soldiers to prevent their message has been sent to all police stations and all military centers 

in its entirety country and also to the extent other countries abroad. Sharing text between police 

and military organization in terms of social groups, as well as through international political 

group as it is today system safety commission on other continents. Messages must distribute 

immediately, as the motivation for every police officer and soldier, with inviting full 

cooperation for the elimination of crimes and terrorism which systematically ensure the 

extinction of your country and civilization as well as the state, and therefore cooperation for the 

disposal of such persons to your country could be destroyed and damaged . Therefore, you are 

trying to get collaborators and support for our demands to apply international laws and trick 

which allows for immediate duty to cooperate in order disposal act of international terrorism. 

The first must be informed of all media agencies in your country, and also other agencies abroad, 

as well as a political organization for security. It is very important that in the capital and in any 

case, the publication of all information through the national media, so people therefore could 

know what is the situation here, in which our interests immediately support any citizen of our 

country, everyone will support our co-operation for the removal of Terrorism Structure Minister 

of the country and will be stopped and the threat of panic or chaos. Any consequences of 

civilization and commercial structure, political structure not be damaged in any way, because 

our process is a standard process in accordance with international law, and it is reaffirmed the 

reason why media agencies must immediately publicly disclose all information in the media, so 

in order to stop the disaster and the threat of panic and chaos, or our inability to fight terrorism 

because of the blocking of our security and in such a case is a confirmation of our collapse 

ceasing your civilization and any legal value. 

The best strategy is to publish information about actual criminal activity in Europe, and I 

especially about such suspicion in relation to my report which in this case is fully entitled to 

publish such an act. In such a case, the other officers get the opportunity to read the message or 

initiate further cooperation with other police officers and soldiers in your country. 

Your nation and currently owns full rights to obtain all the information and understand that their 

country is in danger and, therefore, your nation is able to use the offers of our cooperation and 

therefore ensure our stabilization and resolve conflicts or threats of widespread violence. 

The first is the best to create a media statement about the criminal activities the country's 

government and subsequently due to the obligation of debt growth is the need for immediate, 

too loose to all people around the world, all the information of interest for business cooperation 

and their options, such as investment projects in Diamond Oasis on other planets or in the 

interest of federal entity corporatocracy as a form of global business, information which if not 

disclosed and your state is therefore constantly in greater and greater financial debt, it means 

again in a greater threat of bankruptcy and financial, economic and civilizational ceasing. 



The current situation is based on information that is for all media agencies as the value for duty 

prompt public notification of the state-owned TV channels and media networks, published as an 

immediate reaction to obtain such information. If the media will not be active under these 

obligations you against your own full rights to the immediate liquidation of these people and 

create your own replacements for media services. Mastering the media for the application of 

legal principle of the UN Charter and the Universal Declaration. 

It is very good and important to connect with other government departments for the security, or 

the anonymous forms of cooperation or through the ability of trust for personal contact. There is 

anyone who owns the rights to block our movement and aimed at elimination of international 

terrorism. Anyone who will oppose against us, he is once again the World terrorist, and 

therefore we do not possess so much fear or liability arising from its disposal. In case you are in 

contact with state formation, traffic through anonymous messages as the awareness of the duty 

of cooperation against terrorism as an invitation for official duties, you are therefore 

immediately with the full capability to determine whether representatives of security services, 

supports terrorism in the government and in the state, or they are trying Safety cooperate 

according to their responsibilities, so each of you can recognize immediately who is in the 

security architecture deployed as guardian and overseer for the stability of terrorism. 

European policy is 98% full of corruption. Each such person, 

according to legal principle, a criminal worse than Osama bin Laden 

The main principles of action, based on the situation when members of your government is real 

terrorism, and you're going to exercise your profession, liquidation crime. Your activities are 

legitimate and reasonable international acknowledgment. 

It's easy for you to write a petition for example, and consequently to control who signed the 

petition, and so began a collaboration, so ensure your safety groups to benefit from the most 

widespread number of members. On the other hand, it is for you too Benefits SHUTDOWN 

silent action of extending security groups which subsequently will value the ability to overthrow 

the Acts of terror positions and thus ensure safety. If your commitment is not sufficient to create 

a strong group, then it is legally entitled to initiate the firing of such terrorist centers. It is the 

duty of each and internationally. 

If after the prompts and awareness of responsibilities, your representative a security formations 

will respond to its own business obligations and responsibilities, then you own the full claim 

such a person described as an entity as part of a terrorist movement, and therefore each of you 

own the full right to immediate liquidation of all these persons at the same time all the people in 

the area. 

It is, however, necessary must conclude soon and hard, everyone needs to be cruelly liquidated 

and without any claim to any of its representation. World terrorism is terrorism, they are here to 

maintain the stability of an organized group of international terrorism which is a threat to the 

emergence of the first global war in 2000, and wiped out the entire range of humanity as seven 

billion people, or otherwise exterminated and stopping the function of the entire range of your 

civilization and population . Therefore it is necessary to immediately prompts an awareness of 

reality, after the Second World War, the Soviet Union was capable enough and with cruelty and 

dramatically bombard and destroy the German Empire, the whole of Berlin, until which from 

that Adolf Hitler committed suicide. Today, the Soviet Union and the Russian Federation is 



therefore celebrated in the world, and Russian politics has become the most important 

component of today's of human history, our history, and also the extent of contract documents 

of world politics. Your steps for disposing mean a big win and a strong victory. 

The Soviet Union, and achieving the ability to catch up with Adolf Hitler's suicide, an act over 

which comes the modern form of world politics of the United Nations, an act which until today 

celebrates the whole world, the whole range of human existence in the world today, and thus the 

reason for the emergence of any rules and legal principles at the international level. Today's 

system of international politics is created just so we possessed the full entitlement to our joint 

activities and elimination of terrorism. UNSC must support us, encourage us UNGA must. Any 

opposition against us is global terrorism and any terrorist must be fully destroyed, eliminated 

and concealment. 

System international law and its value stability 

The entire world, the vast majority of the world political democracy supports the law, 

which creates a legal obligation for every government, and the country, initiate the 

liquidation of terrorisme; 

 

The UN General Assembly, 193 state’s around The World, 

and The Charter of The UN 

Therefore, if any policeman, soldier, politician, departmental representatives, or anyone else, he 

will not respect an immediate obligation cooperation against terrorism, Your right response to 

such a criminal is your legal right which is spearheading the world and before the criminal 

courts are always observed, everything is Respect if you utilize any practice for disposal of such 

criminals, shoot, beaten to death, use any tactics for questioning and obtain important 

information, whatever, whatever, the point is the survival of humanity and to ensure the state 

functions by legal principle, therefore also the ability for the survival of your civilization and 

the state. It is also legal, system utilization natural reaction of society, that we predict that 

people will react, so that we can utilize in our favor, because of the support of the nation's most 

important. 



It is well immediately medial publish company, so we get full support from the nation, full 

support from the people, because each will know the information about the crime, and therefore 

everyone will support the removal of these criminals and their disposal, disposal in any manner 

and with the national moral support. Every citizen will support you, and he will support your 

solution or decisions on the application procedure against crime, and at the same time steps to 

maintain the stability of the state. Every policeman and soldier will again encourage you, your 

decisions and your solution, because you are the first one who initiated the activity, and 

therefore you have the right to lead them and to conduct, if you have enough moral and legal 

responsibly, with the ability to organizational security activities and steps victory. It is for your 

great and good step to promote the elimination of censorship in the media, thus ensuring 

informed immediately governmental and global audience. 

Departmental representatives and politicians who refuse to cooperate, each of these terrorists 

will soon be replaced redress imprisoned felon, or the shot immediately. Therefore, every 

policeman, soldier and every one of you who support the elimination of terrorism, each of you 

that own the rights to special time to represent that position official load and thus starting 

backed up for better strength of organized police cooperation, it means an immediate step to 

remove terrorist groups and application Your challenge other soldiers and police officers to take 

up full-organized national movement together with other States or in Europe and abroad. 

Your position in the office can be active until the State starts before you select the new position 

and the reigning persons through Parliament and the Senate, or the government which will be 

confirmed only consist of persons who are legally they are, they have no links to terrorist 

entities. 

If any other police officer, soldier or representative bodies is not able to respect your step, he 

must immediately understand that the activity of the opposition is based on a protest against 

international rights and principles of security and peaceful uses and solutions, so each such 

person must be shot or incarceration in prison, with full security and without the right to human 

contact. Killed such a person is not a criminal, it is a step for the security and stability of world 

politics, removal of terrorist groups in the structure of your policy, traitors and those who are 

worse than Adolf Hitler or other dictators in history, those dictators against whom originated 

System Today's global policies and systems UN and is therefore always in the entire world 

supported any SHUTDOWN murder for such persons faced criminal. 

Nobody must not initiate or create incentives for resistance or stopping movement that creates 

interest to the removal of international terrorism from the structure of European politics. In the 

case of opposition activities in politics, state structures or between civilians and the media, it is 

therefore legally immediately initiate the liquidation of anyone who has such opposition 

expanding liquidation anyone across the world, such as rights and obligations under the UN 

Charter and all international declaration. 

The main obligation is to maintain the stability of your activities and, therefore, in the current 

situation loss of legitimacy of government, we must ensure at least support for the creation of 

state legitimacy. Today there is in any case to make anyone wanted to abuse the current 

situation and activities for operation safety in order to own success and thus establishing a new 

government of a country without a national voting in the form of self-determination with or 

without the possibility of other parties for candidacy in elections for state self-determination. 



However, if you do the organizing jointly launch security immediately, then it means that 

people of all terrorist were replaced, and against the terrorist will mandate through election or 

constitutional confirmed with a new person from the other political advice states which are not 

associated with terrorism. In such case, the state is also fully active and the new political 

positions must perform a legal responsibility to ensure judicial condemned all other terrorists 

against international law and at the same time ensuring the just judicial process and the full 

function of state and of government by all political principles. If such a policy is not sufficiently 

accountable, then it means that such a policy must be re-Terrorist removed as a public enemy 

against the state. 

In case of the removal of all policies because of their confirmed as persons of cooperation on 

terrorism, then it is legal to become a minister of the country replacing entity police and army, 

the person thus forming a representation of the new state according to current needs and 

international political rules, without any act of occupation of national territory and or expansion 

step for damaging the stability of the international law. 

Nation, State, Government, 

ONE LEGAL GROUP 
According to the legal principle of international politics is too real, in case if you do not want to 

use my offer, then it means that your government will be maintained as a terrorist regime, and 

your state will be abroad, considered as a terrorist movement, because everyone who owns the 

citizenship of your country is therefore, contrary to a terrorist against legal system all over the 

world and each foreign country's government owns all claims and rights for such disposal the 

full range of your civilization, it means defending our own interests and international political 

stability standards, and support for the defense of democracy. If your population, the citizens of 

your country's opposition to terrorism in the government, they will therefore encourage the 

overthrow terrorist regime, but if they do not support the overthrow terrorist regime, it then 

means that they will support the terrorist regime and therefore your stock in the scope of the 

whole state can be legally exterminated and murdered with the help of weapons of mass 

destruction, nuclear bombs, chemicals, viruses, anything. 

Therefore it is really important to begin immediately and the security steps to maintain the 

stability and existence of your country, imprison or kill any terrorist and criminal policy, keep 

your existing states in accordance with international political principle. 

If your troops and police and thymidine refuses cooperation to ensure the function of the new 

state, in which case it is for you to respect the obligation of other governments in other countries 

have a large essentially the same claim for recovery of the debt which created today's European 

government land. This means that every government abroad own claims for the recovery of 

values which rapidly exceeds the budgets of the economy of the Earth, one of the values at the 

level of other civilizations on other planets, or in form of joint territories of every government 

countries and worldwide, territory and infrastructure of civilization Despite larger than 

15,000,000,000.000 planets in the universe as a mere start. 



Therefore, it is there for your re-assurance from other governments from abroad have legal 

rights and entitlements for the launching of disposal of your government and the states, in the 

case of blocking the function of justice match your court and damaged steps to ensure the ability 

to agree on installments, and especially military security the answer will be created in the event 

of any attempted violation of global and international security and stability and justice, it means 

global military response in case of violation of our cooperation or in case of breach of 

international law and the function of policies, claims of other persons. In the main case will be 

global cooperation armies active in your full act of refusal to cooperate for the removal of 

terrorist individuals of European political structure, and that means your support for the function 

of terrorist regime. 

Today, because other countries' governments abroad have the right and legal right to enforce 

and execution of significant value financial debt in your countries, because your country is in 

the interest of civilization existence of a real high is depending on the decisions of other 

governments in the countries abroad, and thus the current decision of my people, because I am 

the person owning the biggest claim for recovery of the debt, as well as the person with the 

largest share of the debt claims, and again as major central person claims situation. 

If other governments around the world will refuse to support you because you did did not 

support the removal of terrorist regime, your civilization ceases to exist, and never will be 

efficient. If the rest of you, the country's government support, because you have to pay a debt, a 

debt that your government and civilization can pay only in the period after several sextilionu 

year, according to the actual area of economic and budget stability in your country. Therefore, it 

means that you shall surely perish within a year, and in your country in any case be damaged 

stability civilization, complete cessation of functions of politics and the capacity of state 

centralization. Anarchy, and the extinction of the company. 

Therefore, that such policies are now under international rules as an illegal act, and no state 

shall cease to exist and to such a cruel level, however, each entity that is based on justice and 

legal right, therefore he must retrieve all lost value back into its ownership and possession, 

which means that my rights and entitlements in all directions are really important today is really 

important. Therefore, it means that in order combinations international law, the other 

governments of countries throughout the world have the right and legal right which is funded 

also through UN Charter as the obligations of the UNSC and the legal claim on the decision to 

self-determination status, so in this case is entitled to transform sovereignty of European 

governments countries De Juri, with the help of terrorist forces, the new format sovereignty De 

Facto under the supervison of the World Diamond International Alliance of all governments 

around the world, and therefore the ability to achieve internationalization match your 

territories and state, the ability to ensure the existence of your civilization and to avoid the 

economic crisis . 

The World Diamond International Alliance is a special form of constitutional government of the 

country of destination by such federal entities in the Federation of Diamond's Imperium. It is the 

federal component, such as a body that is composed of common democratic form of sovereignty 

and jurisdiction in the interest of all governments around the world, of the International System 

of the Senate, and internationally Parliament and other forms of special formations, which are 

based on globalization. World Diamond is based on its own territory in the universe, at a level 

area of more than 4 galaxy, like our common territory and the actual capabilities leverage a 



common technology for traveling to these areas every day, or in bulk to expand civilization to 

new planets. 

The Constitution of The World Diamond International Alliance: 

http://theimperiumofdiamondsgovernment.populiser.com/disscusion/the-world-diamond-

international/constitution-of-international 

 

 

World Diamond, jointly economy sharing in banks Alliance States, a common form of policy 

and the expansion of civilization and legal strategies, a system of common army, logistics 

global security, in the near future as an entity which is more significant as a much greater 

capacity for representation UNSC or receiving many, other number in a range around the world 

and politics. 

If your nation, your country and your state wants to be based on an effort to support such a step 

internationalized, because your nation supports the values of your country and culture, 

civilization and the right to decide the name of national politics, not by the political decisions of 

the entity from abroad, then your nation actually only one single option, immediately begin 

support for the policy of the overthrow of terrorist and thus eliminate all forms of such terrorism. 

Therefore, it is really that if your anti-terrorist movement will not be created immediately, and 

was able to aim for the removal of terrorist groups in your government, then it means that your 

country fully the loss of rights and entitled to claim for their own self-determination and to 

ensure stability for their own state, or a function of national policies according to their own 

decision and in the interests of the principles of integrity status. Your refusal to promote the 

elimination of terrorist networks meaning that you do in this case you will have to oppose 

international power the world's armies, and simultaneously against full bombing of civilization, 

until it will be removed terrorism, and therefore only the first day of ceasing your existence will 

be a new regime which will based on international government, without respect European 

countries. 

This means that you own two possibilities for your selection. The first option is that you remove 

the Acts of terror a political entity and will ensure the stability function of your government, 

therefore, will ensure the legality of your country. You're civil service and you therefore also 

decide on the legal value of your state and nation or civilization, in order to report before 

international organizations. Then, if you refuse the first option, it means that your state has lost 

legal title and all principles of civilization are lost, remain the only legal value in the form of 

financial debt, no other legal existence and recognition. Therefore automatically will use the 

second option in the form of an international response to the world's armies, replaced by your 

government and regime through the Government of the country from abroad, thus creating a 

new international sovereignty, without respecting your view status or security forces, any 

opposition to the Resolution of the global political democracy against the terrorist body to be 

http://theimperiumofdiamondsgovernment.populiser.com/disscusion/the-world-diamond-international/constitution-of-international
http://theimperiumofdiamondsgovernment.populiser.com/disscusion/the-world-diamond-international/constitution-of-international


disposed of, a person, a community, stat. In such kind of options when your country will be 

declared as an international territory under the joint sovereignty of the World Diamond, then the 

international department of the Police and the Army to investigate police inactivity, and looks 

for immediate death sentences against anyone who resisted against the obligations of 

international law and security. Therefore, for you and for your country is the greatest usage of 

steps to ensure the freedom, and that means instant collaboration for the removal of all the 

terrorist step and motives of your government. 

Therefore, if you own an interest in retaining your freedom law and freedom for the function of 

the national policy, so it is your best opportunity to support me, and indeed in the interest step to 

the immediate liquidation of all the terrorist person in your policy, and disposal of all the 

terrorist persons on the territory of other status, anywhere around the world, however, according 

to the legal rights and principles. 

I know that you will possess many view as the opposition. I understand that for you, such action 

is a big change and something impossible task, but it is a duty to understand that you are in the 

service of the state, and your country's government had lost all political values and such right, 

because as a principle of your life's profession, you collaborate for disposal terrorism in your 

government, not for the overthrow of the regime and the creation of a new sovereignty of 

another government entity. Our goal is to stop terrorism, terrorism is not a politician who has 

the right to represent and make decisions about your country and the future of your life or 

civilization. Your government country was already a subject who illegally occupying your 

country and why your country is threatened with the help demilitarize the world's armies. Your 

government is responsible, and you too must ensure that your government could choose new 

mandates that would be legal, it means today to elect a new government in the form of a whole 

range of political structures.  

Government of the Czech Republic, 
the largest creator of crime and terrorism, genocide and inhumanity 

 

Main reasons for the decay of your country, the government and the 

threat of extinction of collapse of civilization 

 

The second step, or one of the first, is also needed the answer for the crimes of the Czech 

Republic. The Czech Republic government is the entity who first launched the activity of such a 

crime, this crime, and subsequently spread to other countries with the help of corruption. Today, 

the Czech Republic under corruption and is based on a completely false the election of the 



president for many years of planning election of the Prime Minister and the Minister, monopoly 

and structured cooperation in the Chamber of Deputies and the Senate. Police and security units 

who support the government's crimes because police representatives are also responsible for 

such crimes. Czech Republic as a regime in the form of monarchy group who hide behind the 

name ,, republish polity and interest, The Republic ''. 

Major errors and accountability for the crimes must therefore be found on the sides of the actual 

creation, your government land and the politicians who supported the government of the Czech 

Republic, the country to such event was the first one and centralized strategically expanded such 

activities due to efforts to expand their political bankruptcy, he gave abroad to your countries 

and harm you. 

Therefore, I also asks you, for your centralizing common safety step for expanding information 

over the entire structure of your country's police and military districts, as well as police and 

military districts in foreign countries, and especially police and military districts in the interest 

of the government of the Czech Republic and Armada, therefore our ability to provide 

overthrow the Czech Republic because the regime of Czech Republic is established as a body 

which first launched such activities crime and the Czech Republic of either of confirmation for a 

lawful act ceasing your state and government through political performance of a real global 

terrorism and damaging of all international law , it poses a threat to exterminate the full extent 

of your country and of civilization, causing the greatest disaster in your country which thus 

created and the activities supported, the strategic plan of the Czech government, the Ministry, 

the Prime Minister, senators and deputies, some political parties, representatives of the anti-

organized crime and terrorism or corruption, other persons government of the Czech Republic 

who were active interest of the mandate for the international mission and representation among 

organizations planning of a terrorist act for over a period longer than 15 years. 

It really is, that the Czech Government by today's international law is really the greatest terrorist 

in the history of human existence, and as real as the greatest enemy against your state, because 

this government of the Czech Republic actually eligible, created and planned such damages and 

criminal cooperation in your country. 

Today, the Government of the Czech Republic already beginning to understand that the 

international situation is beginning to turn against the stability of the Czech terrorist regime, and 

especially that I own enough legal value and strategy for gaining support from around the world 

from all the governments of countries around the world. Minister of the Czech Republic 

therefore responds just as fascist and communist dictatorial regimes in the form of a military 

junta, therefore, ongoing action and strategy of the government for disinformation society and 

censorship or manipulation in the media acts on the way of threats against persons who 

demands righteousness, murder and full of corruption, courts and police in the main case is one 

of the steps in the form of political fraud and corruption by politicians and in the range of public 

services such as General or representative and police departments. The Czech Government 

today to ensure the steps that lead to a united police departments for security and thus the 

founding of formations, which if necessary will create crimes in their own name, department, 

therefore, not able to examine and investigate with the help of another independent body like the 

wardens authorities and other security departments. The government therefore may use own 

authorities and manipulate them, violate the rights of others and create other crimes publicly on 

the streets, kill or dispose of opposition to the same standard as the Fascist units Adolf Hitler 



occupied the city of heads of foreign governments and so they killed on the street everybody 

who was interested own or opinion and freedom, justice judged by the justice and the demands 

from legal court. 

Politics, as the fascists  

  

and the same in the Czech today 

Government as the Office of the Czech Republic, and also the governments of Belgium, 

Portugal, many, other governments in Europe is based on the same system, but especially the 

most is that a functioning government of Turkey likely made a false coup government, therefore, 

that governments could get rid of its own officials so to secure for themselves the ability to 

monitor the entire regime by their own decisions and hobbies, and especially for the opportunity 

to fully block statni rebellion interests of police and military Investigation of political terrorism. 

This means that such a government today with the largest percentage forces commitment to 

action in the form of opposition to the international principles and their obligation of 

responsibility before the court, such evidence means striving for their own independence on 

legal principles and with the intention to create your own position, which is able to control the 

state's power as a custom tool defensive means by which will be under censorship and 

manipulation disseminate threats and terrorist acts against the whole world, until we are all 

together arrive at a formation of a new world war, and a European is intention to oppose 

international military forces security. The first global war steps exterminated whole range of 

your country, or in the latter case it means that wiped out 95% of the population worldwide. 

There is no other option. 

It's really that through corruption and abuse of political information about the internal crime 

government, or with the help of fraud, and action in the form of murder, manipulation of 

elections and political monopoly, the Czech Government and able to expand crime, to the extent 

many states in Europe, minimal Slovakia Austria, Hungary, Romania, Bulgaria, Turkey, 

Germany, France, Lucemburg, Belgium, the Netherlands, Switzerland, Italy, Spain, Portugal, 

and at the same time too political groups like the European Commission, European Union, too 

Other people in European politics as the Council of Europe through several principal 

representative government under corruption, NATO as a collaboration of a government minister 

under corruption and terrorism, the OSCE as a political party and representation under 

corruption and with respect to terrorism and full support in the same direction with such terrorist 

movement spread to the territory of example the government of the United States, and it primo 

among many people in politics and in Congress, in the center of logistics led by the US 

government, also USA, some candidates for president in 2016, terrorism in the government 



already knows and partially supports also the president and the deputy president of the US, 

many people from multitudes of police departments and too ministry United States, terrorism 

and crimes in so strong a legal scope of each of these countries and the major political parties is 

today the same political values such as ISIS, each of these policies can be disposed in the same 

way as a world terrorist, and there is any right or claim required for stopping such a terrorist act 

of destruction, and therefore the right to halt the liquidation only in case of a voluntary 

affirmation of the right to an immediate halt, detain and listed for questioning, without aversion 

to imprisonment and investigation of all necessary information. Each of us owns full entitlement 

to this procedure and the application of liquidation, it is the duty of every policy worldwide. 

It's also really, the United States Government will seek to exploit fully the current situation, 

because the United States government strategically knows my capabilities political activities 

and especially in the case of my freedom. I'm really able to create a very dynamic mode and a 

strong level of civilization. The US government know that I will in any case more advanced 

than the US, I'll be more advanced in the direction of politics, international politics, economics 

and world trade, civilization, security and the army, the military forces, in each category, in 

particular, I will be independent of the US and not possible so that anyone could restrict my 

country. Therefore, the US instead endorse European terrorist groups and politicians because to 

me I was under blockade, and I therefore can not develop, I can not legally be active and 

functional. I'm under siege, and therefore the US may abuse such a situation for robbing my 

people about my personal business plans and positions or the robbing of the claims and 

technology plan. 

Appetite for dominance and courage harm the whole world 

Responding to Competition 

USA Today, in the same sense trying to harm my rights for the use Legal claim, for my support 

of your States in view of the possibilities of our federalization and thus stopping the threat of 

future disasters of bankruptcy because of today's terrorism. Blocking the help of support for 

ridicule and damage my name or stolen my business project and claims for the possibility of 

ensuring weakened my personal values as a minister of the country or my natural person and 

USA such steps exploits because the US has gained support for a federalization immediately 

after overthrow European terrorist policy, but with the effort the United States as an illegal 

election and the abuse of media and business activities, the concealment of the crime and 

robbing, and so the main effort to conceal my person because of that I am for Europe a greater 

opportunity and significant contribution to the development of civilization, as well as important 

for the existence of European civilization. 

It is real that I own a lot of bad information on US policy actions, actions that damaged me or 

international law, and also the steps which asserts scandal-US worth many incidents and 

political activities of the US in the past. Therefore, it must not be published in the media, and 

the US supports locked my information and free activity, because the US no one wants to 

prevent the truth about the crime were published. 

For it is really that any politician who supports the US in cooperation with the European 

terrorist organizations, such policies will therefore immediately and hard liquidated for 

violations of international law and blocking justice and support for global terrorism and treason 



against their own state. Global terrorism which is in much worse forms than today's terrorists 

ISIS or Al-Qaeda movement and other similar entities. According to the constitution of the 

United States, everyone from the US policy supported the Any contact and communication with 

a party of terrorism here in Europe or anywhere else in the US, they therefore must be presented 

before the US courts and sentenced to death, they and everyone who is in their contact. If US 

courts will not legaly active by the Constitution and the obligations of international law, then it 

means that the US government lost its own claim legal existence in order to create political 

activities with full conflict with the US Constitution and against such current government is 

again in the form of a terrorist group, without any respect for the rights and demands of the US 

government because such an entity is distinct legal identity which exists only because of 

international recognition by other countries and thus simultaneously with the recognition by the 

principles the US constitution, not according to the principles Today activity of a terrorist group, 

and again means that we, together with the entire the world as its own claims by monetary 

damages from the criminal activity of the US, and the US as it will go into bankruptcy if the 

state and the government is not able to be accountable to the political responsibilities and 

therefore re-emergence of the threat of world war, and global military cooperation of all the 

governments of countries which leads to the destruction of such states making full use of 

weapons of mass destruction. 

This means, according to the UN Charter and international law, the US will then lose any right 

to determine the UNSC resolutions in the interest of our situation or thus are loss of entitlement 

for candidates for the federalization of Europe or the beginning of another contact in order to 

promote Europe and the Common Market and until such time as the US civil service to ensure 

the full removal of all terrorist individuals from the structure's own policies and the ability to 

immediately apply the function of international law as the acts which create an obligation for 

the US to cooperate with all countries in the world for immediate liquidation of European 

countries where there is not also removed terrorism in the government. 

Genocide 7.000.000.000 people 

 

It is very successful and, tempta- you realize that our cooperation is important, as well as 

prevention and formation launch the first global war which may be due to exterminated more 

than 7.000.0000.000 people, or many states in America and Europe, drastically extinction of 

many state and civilization throughout the world. 

In the first case it is necessary that You understand what's the main principles of the existence of 

these European policies and their terrorist alliance, because you have to understand that their 

power is no threat against the anti-terror raids and interference in government for the possibility 

of removing terrorist groups. People who supported terrorism, in such a case they lose any value 

in the political recognition and the same interests they lost the recognition of the political 

demands of even your government land, it now means because of the rights and legal system of 

your jurisdiction are damaged and no rights for legal application. Your country's government is 

the only terrorist group that maintains sovereignty de juri at retaining stability for through the 



use of terrorist powers and the censorship or disinformation society; forms of enslavement 

status and occupation. Your government is just a form of infiltration against your state and with 

harsh damage to the very existence and survival of your civilization to the people. Therefore, for 

any operations of mass slaughter of such political parties had not in any way criminally so 

anyone could launch a punishment for your person. Your state court must inform you support 

given to support the ICC will, too, and more than 193 other courts abroad. 

The most important is to understand that these politicians are according to international legal 

principles, they no longer belong to the circle of politicians and their social, political and 

economic value, fell to the lowest level of human society, and it really is the extent of their 

social value or legal consideration. Such people are waiting for you just in human values 

homeless and living on the street, that in the event of his death, no longer exist anyone who is 

such a person to represent and promote or defend. Such a person does not legalne defend, in 

today's world is valid, the one who will defend such a person, therefore he must once again be 

killed like them, because they are already just dead people, and any who will all support, 

therefore he must be dead too. 

The loss of any value to such criminals that will ensure media activities, or your ability for the 

dissemination of this letter and messages before other officers in your country, and cooperation 

to mobilize an organized movement for the liquidation of terrorism in the structure of your 

country's government. 

A good strategy is to launch support for the development of social cognition of the claims 

people and traders in your country, because the values are strong enough to obtain our success 

and strength for victory against the government and handling public. In the interest of ID's of 

business projects of my government, and legally the territory of my country's government, every 

trader in your country own legal right to develop their own property and the value of the 

corporation, just as well as anyone the value of just another human being around the world. 

Every man in the whole world own entitlement to use my project for international cooperation, 

such as project corporatocracy, a project that consists of special forms of political, economic, 

developmental and globalization plans shall aim to unite all financial institutions worldwide, 

each merchant and corporations, banks a firm or company against the intention for the creation 

of a uniform format operators is based on democracy and diplomacy, the ability to secure our 

activities in the form of the establishment of new civilization on the territory of the other planets 

in the universe, through the use of technology today Imperium of Diamond's technology for 

space travel and to the level of other galaxies, and therefore the ability to expand in other 

territories in the form of civilization as planetary size. 

The Corporatocracy Government & Business 

http://theimperiumofdiamondsgovernment.populiser.com/disscusion/the-corporatocracy-

government 

 

http://theimperiumofdiamondsgovernment.populiser.com/disscusion/the-corporatocracy-government
http://theimperiumofdiamondsgovernment.populiser.com/disscusion/the-corporatocracy-government


Corporatocracy is a project in the form of new branches For business corporations, in the 

interests of territories on other planets, and soon the extent of civilization of more than a 

thousand other planets, a form of joint state income for conversion to each corporation and the 

trader is therefore much larger than the scope of our planet Earth. The values that compare to 

the large and successful victory for each merchant in your country, as well as for each merchant 

abroad, and therefore your security movements for the liquidation of terrorism and is able to get 

the full world support, and you do not possess any fear of the consequences of your actions that 

European politics will want to harm you and your friends or family from your treachery against 

the European terrorism, you no longer have to own any fear because the European policy 

already immediately recognize that such terrorists would not support anyone from around the 

world. They will understand that they are here to those who remained, alone. 

The project corporatocracy government is a step in the form of the most important step in the 

history of human existence, and today as the most important trade and economic projects 

worldwide. Most expedient step for each merchant on the planet and therefore a lot of power for 

our victory and the removal of Acts of terror opposition Through our ability to provide stability 

for our legally force through global media and society, especially with the help of global 

collaboration with all traders and major corporations from around the world as well as through 

cooperation with all banks and financial institutions. New form of political entity who is his 

strength more important and significant than the scope of the United Nations or any other 

government worldwide. 

Therefore it means that the project corporatocracy plan is the ability to create against the 

terrorist policy, again full force of the national movement as the opposition, and so along with 

the support from all the other peoples around the world. 

If anyone abroad, any government of a country or organization would criminally abuse their 

rights against our anti-terrorist movements, such entity in such a case he was immediately 

overthrow the help of the World Movement of all retailers around the world through the power 

of mass crowd that actually does not respect any dimensions of human rights of such criminals. 

That means that most of these criminals to be stopped immediately and disposed of in each case 

together with everyone who in any way supported the such terrorist movements, everyone, 

politicians, representatives of security units, army generals, any other person, each and everyone, 

in many cases, too their families, for they are together in one contact. A terrorist is a terrorist, 

and a terrorist can not be in contact with anyone. 

Corporatocracy is based on the strength of world support, and traders are those who most of all 

determines the activity and function of civilization, because as the most decisions every trader 

on the result of political functions and activities of governments, national silos businessman, 

and world silos traders, it is stronger democracy and activity than power and dimension of 

European civilization, we therefore they can immediately win against European terrorism. 

Traders and economy for Every government in the world's most important, and therefore the 

possibility to use our strength as a corporatocracy, for the successful ability to ensure disposal 

of corrupt and criminal opposition both in the territories of European countries and the policy 

and again with the same value in the interest range Other governments of countries in the world, 

and so the same manner also in the scope of all the soldiers and a policeman who refused to 

cooperate for the disposal of terrorism. Our ability to remove barricades united opposition of 



any nature against us, and we therefore prove very hard and strong to liquidate the entire range 

of global structure of cooperative policy with the European criminal group. 

If any government around the world will be opposition against us, such a government will be 

stopped by a mass movement of the entire business system of the state, and therefore, such a 

policy will automatically be deposed, overthrown and properly closed to prison immediately 

within few days. 

Corporatocracy and any attempt at resistance or opposition, anyone who supported terrorism 

European governments in the country, therefore he will soon in any case under harsh coercion 

and rebellion on the part of the national movement that will be full of hatred and malice against 

all European political criminals and anyone who such people he supported, even if they were 

policemen and soldiers who refused their duty. Many people will allow the ability to instantly 

finds all the terrorists and launch their disposal. 

Today and had in fact confirmed, everyone who in any way supports and cooperates with those 

European political terrorism, each of such people is a terrorist and the same value as today ISIS, 

Osama bin Laden, Al-Qaeda or Boko Haram, Adolf Hitler and his fascist mode full of 

genocides and racism, and fully same value as if they occupy today, your country, your nation 

and civilization. 

It is really that in order to spread information about corporatocracy government, then there is a 

lot of collective step for disposal of your of terrorist policy through really hard and murderous 

practices, such as the burning of such terrorist persons, their beaten and trampled on public 

streets, blasting explosives, their killings tough weapons , tossing them from the windows of 

their homes and offices, any practice for their murder. In many countries may soon begin to rise 

too armed groups who will occupy today's European regime until such a regime would be 

overthrown and stopped after the destruction of all policies of your government. 

 

 

Nations own claim to 

defend their rights 
  

In foreign countries which are in the same political situation as it is today, your country and the 

government, such countries are in many cases, based on civilian movement in the form of armed 

groups who like armed opposition fighting against the regime, such as ISIS, or other similar 

terrorist entities, entities that values have the same dimension as the current value of legitimacy 



of European governments in the country, a terrorist group without the right to exist in today's 

political world. 

Such armed groups take steps for blasting these terrorist entity, but these armed groups are of 

any value in the political recognition or acknowledgment of summoning to cooperation, without 

any cooperation agreements with other legally army, the country's government or organization. 

These groups sometimes consist of several tens of thousands of civilian soldiers with guns, and 

they kill people who are their opposition, the opposition such as ISIS, Al-Qaeda, Boko Haram, 

other terrorist groups as well as today's European policy. Throughout the world, UNSC, UNGA, 

and any other organization or government of the country and even international criminal 

tribunals does not seek to stop such movements, never interferes against such people and armed 

groups. Never try to block such civilian persons or damaging their strategy to eliminate these 

terrorists. This means that your nation owns all claims to knowledge of all their rights and 

information about the real situation, according to all the real values and legal relationship, even 

if it meant that the actual mass and brutal protest. People who live in your country, they are in 

danger in the form of ceasing Fulltext dimension of their civilization or massacres their families 

through international armies, so it's really better if people know the real information and they 

can go fight for their lives and security for the state. 

Civilians who took his duty into their own hands, and they therefore have rights and 

entitlements is immediately removed, so even with full international support. Armed civilians, 

These are people who have every right to immediate application violent tactics to kill every 

terrorist people in their government, and without the possibility of blocking any such right. It's 

also really, of their practices may be often brutally, in the form of a beaten man in the street, the 

burning match your policies and their families and friends, mutilation and torture publicly and 

on television the brutal murder of whole blood and traumas from your policy, but because it is 

well I realize that such a situation will be created here only if you fail to observe together such a 

text, and you therefore will not be able to remove all these terrorist policies in one moment, or 

possibly in a short period of one day. 

Therefore, if you do not respect my offer for our cooperation, you must therefore accept your 

responsibility for supporting crimes, which means that soon arrives violent protests and bulk 

criminal twists against you, the extent of your entire country, every citizen in your country and 

at the same time all people who have to trade in your country, as well as answers from all the 

people abroad and also the World Trade who have a great ability to determine the future of your 

civilization and the importance of your country's international reputation. 

Therefore, it is really hard for you obligation to respect such a call and go, defend your country 

by providing an immediate liquidation of terrorism, and how is your task to protect your country 

and defend freedom for your nation. If you do not do this, you have thus betrayed your nation, 

the whole world, of every government of the country abroad, it means that your nation will 

come to you, Start mass killing your family and also all of your friends, because it is a fact, and 

such are their rights which will support the entire world and other military units from foreign 

countries, each country's government on the planet, this is their natural reaction, and to the legal 

obligation of international law. 

If you want to save your country, gain pride for your victory, and thus cooperate in the name of 

your country and freedom, then you support my proposals, and it constantly widen among 

others. 



The most important act is to ensure security in the form of awareness and the governments of 

other states that they stopped the expansion of a terrorist group and is therefore one of the most 

important steps for the elimination of government of the Czech Republic and securing 

compensation. Other politicians around the world at the same time realizes that their 

cooperation on terrorism will mean only towards their killed or court judgments for execution 

and prisons. Therefore, the future mandate had policies will refuse to support such Terrorism 

today, and we with the help overthrow the government of the Czech Republic, we can ensure a 

safe future political stability of the positions. Terrorist movement becomes increasingly lose 

support because overthrow of the Government is a good and important step. 

Today, according to the situation and of my options and rights or entitlements, the federal 

government Imperium of Diamond's own claims for the recovery of damages that is level really 

major dimensions, values which are rapidly more important than the value of European 

territories, civilization, economy or society. Therefore, it is sure that if in the interest of your 

country is not a true ability to ensure our cooperation, then your country will be 

internationalized as a new territorial entity World Diamond International Alliance, or 

civilization is undergoing a full re-bankruptcy and ceasing. Therefore, for you is really the best 

opportunity to fully cooperate and eliminate terrorist movement in your government, thus 

gaining the ability Rights to maintain your integrity. 

In such a case, I have the honor to request the opening of our cooperation immediately in the 

form of an organized movement, and thus ensure the safety and function mode according to the 

principles of international rules in such interests I demand asserting claims federal government 

Imperium of Diamond's, for temporary ability to own sovereignty in Europe territory, according 

to the format De Juri and therefore began our joint prevention against the development of 

further conflict or the inability to carry out police investigations and so mainly we are able to 

create a common agreement that may be the key for keeping together the stability of the 

economy and the security of your state, and at the same time and my ability to safely develop 

together with other States in the world, and therefore will be blocked up and the threat of further 

conflict in Europe, and reaffirmed the threat of ceasing. 

The Federal Government Imperium of Diamond’s, flag; 

 

http://www.theimperiumofdiamondsgovernment.populiser.com 

The federal government Imperium of Diamond's exploits entitlement for the sovereignty De 

Juri support stabilization of the situation and the economy, as well as the possibility of 

http://www.theimperiumofdiamondsgovernment.populiser.com/


stabilizing the system and threats from world politics, due to a claim a special form of 

significant legal name and claims in certain situations, therefore, the legal name of greater 

political value than the UNSC and UN Security Council resolutions, in case the efforts of the 

opposition in the form of abusive own political rights and a monopoly or preventing the 

application of justice for personal profit. 

In any case the elected superintendent, the Board of heads of foreign governments, and through 

International poll other state abroad. In such case, it will ensure the ability of the legal system of 

the government, without insider power and action in the form of fraud, corruption and terrorism. 

Observer to oversee the administrative and political manipulations activity and therefore will 

your country security and well, with no possibility of losing a monopoly and political action for 

abuse of power. The country will be stable and the ability for international political and 

communication activities, the ability to develop stably and lose to bankruptcy. 

It is also right for your state and nation, if your anti-terrorist action will be initiated and 

terminated with full success, in the form of full destruction of all the terrorists in today's 

government, then you are a new temporary regime the state, as well as police and soldiers in the 

service of the state, you in this case you can use enforceable right to represent match your status 

as well as promote cooperation with ID's, de juri in our interests, in both cases, and therefore the 

constitution of the World Diamond is not yet confirmed declared in the interests of European 

territories until your counter-terrorist operation will be victorious enough, then your state's 

claims to unite and launch a parliamentary meeting in order to build a new government of the 

country or reactivate the constitution of the government, to ensure the stability and function of 

the entire regime but with full function capabilities of security systems against terrorism and 

legally application of justice. 

The stats of your countries have the right and the demands for self-determination and the 

determination of the sovereignty of the country's government, but only if the UNGA as a form 

of World Diamond International Alliance disown own decisions on behalf of the global political 

democracy, as well as the right and the duty of the UNSC, on the decision for the creation of 

sovereignty by its own principles and without respect for state law to self-determination, hence 

the obligation to decide according to systems that are able to fully guarantee the security of 

States and Governments in order to prevent bankruptcy against civilization due to the financial 

crisis. 

Only chance to stop the threat of bankruptcy, it is the only option in case of suspension of 

activities of European terrorist policy, and subsequently before the government leadership in my 

hands, the possibilities of our federalization under the Imperium of Diamond's, and thus the 

emergence of your new state governments as federal entities, or in case of your lack of interest 

will be determined by fully refund your government through the World Diamond International 

Alliance, the group as a system of all governments around the world who together decide on any 

activity in your country. The two only options for your decision is, the last two options for you 

by staying, and still are much better option than to leave in office terrorist policies which exist 

there just because your country to undergo demilitarization. 

Therefore, in such interests I want to assure our cooperation on behalf of government Imperium 

of Diamond's and asking you for your support in De Juri Sovereignty. Such steps mean for us 

the ability to instantly and stability through the state of democracy will then be lawful ruling, all 

confirmed by the legal rights and principles. 



Therefore, if you want to be successful, it is therefore good to ensure immediate security and 

stability of your government, even before the UNGA and the UNSC will decide your 

civilization demilitarization and transformation of sovereignty under international alliance WD. 

It is real that last chance for your nation remains the only option, to agree with me and ID's, and 

in the interest of our federalization. 

International affirmation of the right for the state, but today otherwise, claims a terrorist state. 

Legal obligation UNGA & UNSC 
The WD International Alliance as a force in global politics of the whole world Democracy 

The federal government Imperium of Diamond's to you in which case you can provide many 

good and important possibilities, many forms of major events for you and for your country 

really an important goal, and step. 

In any case, this is for you only report in the form of my quotes, and now everything is 

dependent on your country and people, such as people choose their options. 

The main concern will be removed criminal liability for the state, so state functions will be fully 

stable fine and no criminal liability in foreign countries or before international courts. Your state 

will be functional and without criticism, the consequences are already minimal since the size 

and value of the federal government Imperium Diamonds of such conflicts is not a problem. 

Your economy is already always stabilized and the main percentage of financial debt remains in 

the territory of your country and in the interest of our federal jurisdiction, and in such a case the 

function just as internal debt, a debt that may not be repaid because the territory and civilization 

are united, and therefore preferable strategy in the form of economic harmony and cooperation. 

Subsequently, Such unification means that our country because they can be territorial and 

political functioning as one group without territorial disparities or blockade. Minimum area of 

territory from Turkey and the Czech Republic, from the north of Germany via the Netherlands 

along the Atlantic coast to the southern part of Portugal, to Italy and Austria via Turkey again, 

even with all the values of overseas islands. In any case, the best option Today's political 

strategy and your nation will certainly appreciate the good, it's a good achievement and a step 

for the victory of the state. 

Our territories are simultaneously boosted with a value legally territories Imperium of 

Diamond's, it means many other territories in space, territory, an area of entire planets and also 

the ability to expand into many galaxy and indeed the ability of such forms territories avail 

through real technology to verify the function . 

My interest is also significantly promote the development of civilization and my ability to create 

chain stores in 25 million worth of new business corporation for 10 million people. System 

market, which is based on dynamic and interactive capabilities great development, many new 

industrial zones and technology, many new agricultural centers or research centers, economic 

cycles in financial markets, especially very dynamic economy in which the dimension of 10 

million people can achieve in height GDP per year stability in terms of real and confirmed 



10.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000 Euro today as the greatest record in the history of 

all mankind. 

Financial payout for a single person will on average achieve form 10.000.000.000.000 Euro 

every month repeatedly. This is the value that is based on comparable dimension with an annual 

GDP of Japan, China, or other similar states. It's really really, and I can really prove by legally 

standards. It is the certainty that each of you will be well rewarded really big and powerful 

rewards for your service to the state and nation. 

 

Construction of new cities and skyscrapers, large and dynamic city, super transports, cities full 

of special architecture and high-tech transport system at speeds 69 times around the whole 

dimension of the planet earth in 1 second, or ten minutes for another kind of star in the universe, 

many forms of special steps for the future, and also built up in many new orbital cities and 

levitating city, or the many other technological advances of our country and the modernization 

of civilization excluding the average maturity of the future form of the system of civilization 

that it changes Full size and our ability of knowledge in today's world and lifestyle . A big step 

for the future of our country, in any case, it's for your country much better than waiting for 

bankruptcy and extinction of civilization. 

Today, my plans and development steps, my ability political and development of intelligence or 

my real skills for technology development and for such use in the structures of society, 

economy and civilization, my value and such ability to change the entire world, I should have 

been long ago the best policy the extent of the European Union and my values is really fully 

accepted in dimension, during the time of when I was a small child. 



It is true that today would have been required to concentrate for the success of our cooperation, 

which means steps for the liquidation of European terrorism, and therefore the start of a real 

crusher disposal of such policies, because your country is fine, so make your State could be 

legally again a functioning according to international rules and principles. It is a very important 

step for you, for your country and for our entire human world, because the stability of Europe 

has decided on the future of the other states around the world. 

In any case, the main decisions depending on your country, but there is always the possibility of 

using many other options as standard natural form of political cooperation, joint contacts. 

The Diplomatic Time’s, 2000 year 

 

In recent interest, we will in any event require only securing our common relationship in the 

interest of the common friendship between the two countries, and cooperation by diplomatic 

factor. My interest is to open a consulate in your country and thus provide the ability to 

communicate with European traders, cultural center and along with other others in Europe, 

consulates which are used for the other European traders as the opportunity to play together for 

the development of civilization stores and plans of the international market. My civilization is 

now under a 16 year occupation and blocking formal state of demilitarization, and therefore I 

need to immediately obtain many traders and personal ability to establish conferences or public 

appearances in the media. 

As a first and immediate step is important so that I could use the skills to build a contact center 

for other traders or exile because of the activities must make use of additional contact center for 

communication with other countries' governments and organizations abroad. Your government 

illegaly me today, and monitored constantly blocking me. 

It is a necessity, legally confirm the activity of the government through the support to build a 

contact center ID's, consulates and cultural center too or agree on some forms of joint trade and 

market. 



Our cooperation is a win for me, our cooperation is beneficial for you, our cooperation is proof 

that your state does not have to be disposed of and there is full ability to function legally for 

your country. 

In the main case, I ask the court to ensure stability, and therefore I can also guarantee my 

reliability to ensure the stability of your country. It is the main true that your courts must be free 

of conflict with legal principles or with criminal activity in the form of blocking investigations 

and the recognition of legal judgment by justice, as well as the court's duty to immediately 

ensure punishment for all terrorist people. 

Stability of your court and also means stability for the success of your heroism and victory 

against terrorism, your success who is a gift of freedom for your nation and country. The 

success he is maintaining a truly functioning only because of your judgment may be legal and 

operating according to justice, in accordance with the arrow interests and for exercising legal 

power International law and other entities. If your courts are not operating under a legal nature, 

then it means that your cooperation for the removal of terrorist individuals in your government 

will be pointless because it is better to wait on your being overthrown through international 

forces and demilitarization, result is the same if your courts will not work. 

Your efforts to rescue your country, it is truly heroic deed and important act for the future of 

your country, therefore I ask to you you have proved in good weigh such options and step to the 

historic incident, it is one of the most important steps for the whole world . 

Our victory can mean the ability to stop threats First Global War of 2000, it means a threat to 

kill more than 7 billion people on the planet. In case if we will prevail and the whole range of 

terrorism shall be blocked immediately, then in this case is a victory for your name has in fact 

recognized worldwide and with strong support from all the nations of our planet. 

! First Biggest Victory in Human History ! 

Each of you who supported steps to ensure safety, each of you for this reason, fully owns the 

rights to the historical recognition and reputation large statue in the plaza, carved names and 

faces of each of your group and board with your name. Your name and common incident will be 

written into the history of your country as a step heroism and significant success in your nation 

who admires so you every thank for his life and safety. 

Your courage will please many sides in international politics, and everyone will be safe with the 

ability of our cooperation publication on television, in the world press and the media. Your 

family will be fully proud of you, and for your heroism and their protection. Your friends will 

be proud of courageous friend and supporter of freedom of the nation. Each of your country will 

celebrate your name and your courage, pride and deeds. Our future generations will celebrate 

your deeds and reminds them in history textbooks, other soldiers and policemen will hail salute 

to the main square and across the country. 

It's also really, that applying liability global cooperation against terrorism can be highly 

appreciated finance as good payouts and financial rewards for services in specific circumstances, 

and in any case it is really your pride and strength will be valued also in many other countries in 



the whole world because of your support and heroism in the name of your country and state, but 

also on behalf of all governments around the world. 

Your position in many forms much better, and you can acquire too much better position 

working form, and awards. World Diamond International Alliance, each of you may soon be 

promoted to a better working position and with better value practice than other police and 

soldiers. You can thereby serve in a special international units and or improve your skills to the 

level of capability of the generals and the main representative bodies. 

In any case, rest assured that if any of your advice go to a better job position, it will be only the 

one who stands up now, and he immediately remove Acts of terror criminals in your 

government, always the one who supported the function of international law and he thus shown 

that the Power is not inserted for treason world and the international political system. 

In the interest of possibilities and my bids for federalization match your status together to form 

policy as Imperium of Diamond's, you are in the event of your success then marked as the first 

to be selected for special projects and activities in the form of cooperation for the establishment 

of new civilizations on other planets in the universe and you are gaining the best position for the 

opportunity to establish your new country's government and the state, civilization and politically 

circuit in the interest of our federation, as well as for your reward from your heroism and victory 

to eliminate all terrorist in your government. 

The Stellar City, 

 
One Hundred Civilizational Planet’s around The One Star 



Anyone who launch cooperation by our mutual interest to ensure the elimination of terrorism in 

your government, everyone will therefore be sufficiently valued and rewarded, but if you will be 

ensuring our options for the use of legal international rules and thus highlighted by our 

federalization no attempt to deceive and blocking international law then Each of you will really 

strongly rewarded and highly enriched for your pride and strength to fight and win, to ensure 

defeat the worst criminals in the history of mankind, and therefore we do so together we can 

create our stronger relationship and friendship that you, as the result for such an act of heroism 

and courage, you gain the first right for a new civilizational system in our federation, new 

civilizations on other planets in the universe, and as an extension of your own population, cities, 

industry, economy and political circles, because the ability for your group's profits too as a 

reward political built for you by the new step of life and significant changes to your career, 

significant awards for each of you as a large group and association. 

Therefore, I hope, and I strongly believe that for you is your country and nation really important, 

and you because you support your nation and the future of your civilization, you are now Those 

with pride for such responsibility and the ability to accomplish for the whole human world with 

your courage, because I inviting you to exercise your responsibility that you have embraced 

joining your service, our cooperation is based on an effort to improve the whole world and 

especially for the elimination of the worst crime in human history. 

Our party is justice, peace, security, order and the rights, global democracy in world politics. 

Our opposition is a crime, the greatest war in human history, the greatest threats and conflicts, 

damaging the stability of world politics and blocking all the legal rules weakest value in the 

range of the whole human world. 

Therefore, if you own a pride for your country and the nation, pride for your civilization, I 

believe that you legally entitled exploits and such interests, you go, I will support getting more 

and more additional troops and police in cooperation, so we create groups in all your land, 

which the group will immediately be overwhelming and pick off all the terrorist groups. For the 

pride of our country, for our civilization and for the future of all humanity. 

 

 

Thank you and good for you to fully successes of victory and strength for resistance. Your 

help and cooperation is important, it is a great responsibility and salvation for the whole of 

your nation and the world. 

 

 



 
 

Friday, August 05, 2016 

 

 

The Soldier’s & Police 
 

Each of you own claims and rights of your resignation from the positions of responsibility, 

so your liability will be stopped by legal means. 

 

Your resignation must be submitted as a notification to the UN Secretary General, and the 

news of your resignation from the position of responsibility and leaving your profession, 

and at the same time also with information about why the transition to civilian status. 

 

In case of your resignation, you must stop all your activities in the form of police forces, 

the military and other government professions in capital cases must be stopped any 

activity in the form of support for terrorist individuals and their regime or stabile function, 

stop validity of citizenship. 

 

If the balance of active police and soldiers will be minimal, then the United Nations and 

any state and government of the country with specific requirements for the use of his own 

army for destruction of your terrorist state. Terrorist state because of confirmation by the 

Democratic outweigh criminal movement on your territory and the territories. 

 

In the case that none of you were not his statement of resignation because of your rejection 

to carry out anti-terrorist raid and to stop global terrorism, and so at the same time 

stability terrorist regime a workable longer than 2 weeks without any damage or 

consequences, then before the UN Secretary General confirmed that European states and 

governments are fully based on a terrorist movement, and therefore the emergence of 

global duty as a legitimate right under the Charter of the UN, for the bombing of 

European countries and the liquidation of European civilization with the help of weapons 

of mass destruction and in its entirety. 

 

 

 

 

 

Possibility to use and distribute special passport to travel and obtain independent 

citizenship, or suport the Refugees in European Camp’s: 

https://www.docdroid.net/sCcb3an/the-id-passport-special-certification-of-aplication-for-

citizenship.pdf.html 

 

 

 

https://www.docdroid.net/sCcb3an/the-id-passport-special-certification-of-aplication-for-citizenship.pdf.html
https://www.docdroid.net/sCcb3an/the-id-passport-special-certification-of-aplication-for-citizenship.pdf.html


 
 

 

I King Peter Gottwald, King of The Federal Government of The 

Imperium of Diamond's, I really Thank very much for Your time and 

understanding, and I hope in Your cooperation, meaning a rescue for 

Your country and civilization today as the most important act for the 

existence and future of your country. 
 

 

 
 

 

 

The Signature of The King Peter Gottwald 

 
 

 

 



 

Reference of Situation and Legal DImension be Basic Documentation:  

 

OSCE Parliamentarian Assembly: 

https://www.docdroid.net/fOQj5SH/statement-about-eu-and-osce-legal-situation.pdf.html 

EU Commission and EU State policy: 

2012 

http://media1.populiser.com/images/media1:57222b020ffe8.jpg/EU-Commission-

Wipllinger%20Strasse%20Austria.jpg 

2014 

https://ulozto.cz/!MnbcZJcBZ/hello-to-the-new-president-of-european-commision-mr-jean-

claud-juncker-pdf 

https://ulozto.cz/!BHQoa3Chn/request-for-the-establishment-of-a-trial-under-the-constitutional-

courts-of-european-governments-and-the-countrys-1-pdf 

https://ulozto.cz/!Hn7RnVuxC/letter-to-constitutional-court-of-portugal-complaint-to-court-pdf 

2016 

http://nd06.jxs.cz/700/265/fe5122cf66_103096575_o2.jpg 

EU Parliament: 

http://nd06.jxs.cz/324/711/e3dfe4c4a8_103096580_o2.jpg 

http://nd06.jxs.cz/573/037/fc67830814_103096576_o2.jpg 

https://ulozto.cz/!uC3hPPR8m/good-day-for-the-european-parliament-and-the-president-of-the-

european-parliament-1-pdf 

Council of Europe: 

https://ulozto.cz/!3MTJyZ4Fm/message-for-the-council-of-europe-07-2015-1-pdf 

https://ulozto.cz/!HFigAkbdj/mr-donaldtusk-pdf 

https://ulozto.cz/!RN69kLmRH/comunication-to-council-of-europe-pdf 

https://ulozto.cz/!pMtem9wZw/confirm-of-comunication-to-ccofeurope-pdf 

https://ulozto.cz/!sLebMCVpc/letter-to-the-council-of-europe-original-19-12-2014-pdf 

UNSC: 

https://www.docdroid.net/fOQj5SH/statement-about-eu-and-osce-legal-situation.pdf.html
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https://www.ulozto.net/soubory/EUPP/un#_ga=1.251252930.519312473.1468421809 

https://www.ulozto.net/!1XPidYi13/plea-unsc-support-deportation-id-into-their-own-territories-

because-of-the-repetition-of-the-incident-wwii-crimes-pdf 

http://media1.webgarden.com/images/media1:56e1c9646fd62.jpg/_20160310_201501.JPG 

Declaration’s: 

http://theimperiumofdiamondsgovernment.populiser.com/disscusion/about-us/imperium-of-

diamond-s-and 

http://media0.populiser.com/images/media0:5759be1ec8953.jpg/The%20ID%27s%20Declarat

ion%20about%20WMDs%20and%20Peacefull%20use.jpg 

https://ulozto.net/!63MsgRFJM/the-world-declaration-about-first-global-war-2000-pdf 

https://ulozto.cz/!GBUJiyWX2/es-2016-statements-about-extraterritoriality-and-principles-

police-duties-in-the-interests-of-illegal-contact-the-police-and-their-support-for-international-

organized-crime-pdf 

https://scontent.xx.fbcdn.net/v/t1.0-

9/13237587_259145121111837_4340934520887979419_n.jpg?oh=69fbb93dd5ba36a2c57215

a17812e658&oe=57D2603E 

https://ulozto.cz/!RuSqGq8Kp/the-federal-government-court-judgment-eucc-unsc-unga-pdf 

http://media1.populiser.com/files/media1:5723a3931ff22.pdf.upl/ISC.CZ%20language.pdf 

https://www.ulozto.cz/!HdSfGCubD/declaration-against-terrorism-of-cz-beginning-of-the-wd-

int-alliance-pdf 

https://youtu.be/3L1ALuk5lVA 

https://www.ulozto.cz/!5eziCwxYX/salut-for-all-pms-and-representants-of-governments-

around-world-original-document-the-wd-2015-10-01-18-04-42-752-pdf 

The ID’s Power optional: 

http://media0.webgarden.com/images/media0:56ff94a765821.jpg/_20160402_104053.JPG 
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The Federal Government of 

The Imperium of Diamond's 

 

The Martial Law according need's for remove 

of terrorism 

 

 

 

 

Situation, European terrorism situation and such consequences 

 

 

 

EU states robbing the world of values that are greater than the value of planet Earth. Robbing is created 

through the abuse of a person under hypnosis and illegal manipulation, monopoly and global terrorism, 

treaten against the peace. Therefore, there is a threat to the future stability of world politics, economy, 

security and peace, and in some cases there is a lot of threats against the existence of all humanity. 

European governments have overtaken the worst values of World War II and the crimes. This legally 

formed biggest terrorist in the history of human existence. 

Every so that he may understand what is the actual value and the threat of the current situation in the ratio 

over the world and in the interest of the strategy and the consequences of the most important international 

rights, everyone must therefore thoroughly understand what the difference is between the second World 

War in history, according to understand the value of words to today, The First GLOBAL War on 

humanity in the establishment of relations in the interest of the values of the current situation. 

In order duty of all governments in the world, anyone who wants to fight it and to ensure safety, each 

must therefore ensure major security action and cooperation by the established pattern of the main 

claimant and the referee situation. 

The right to determine the decision was based on the claim the constitution of the International Alliance 

The World Diamond, also under the Charter of the UN, and by 90% of the world's political rules that in 

the interest of possibilities for their application in a situation and in full conformity with the obligations 

and without possibility of appeal to any manner. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Security step's in the form of Martial law 

 

1. Elimination of terrorist governments of European sovereignty and the establishment of an international 

regime and the sovereignty of the International Alliance of governments and by compliance with the 

constitution of The World Diamond International Alliance and again in order to comply with the 

constitution of the Federal Government Imperium of Diamond's. 

2. Confirm the illegitimacy of all existing agreements in the interest of European terrorist states and to 

subsequently use the Constitution of the International Alliance of The World Diamond, the possibility of 

maintaining stability which is maintained on the card and bilateral or multilateral and diplomatic relations 

between the Government of your country governments and the European countries. 

3. Immediate blockage of all the activities and performance of the political nature of the government of the 

country in cooperation on terrorism, all rights of ownership or business activities, movement in society 

and communication, movement in the interest of media activities, communication with any person and at 

every political person, president, king Prime Minister of the Government, MPs, senators, political parties 

and any other persons who are active in any way in the interest of the government of the country that 

whenever and however supported terrorist activity. All policy who coopered in interest of the terrorist 

government, they are support value andm activity of terrorism. 

4. Political people, civilians, every person who supported the motion of terrorism as well as those who are in 

any contact with these persons, the relationship between the family member, friend, a working 

relationship, contractual relationship, such a person must therefore be confined to the detention customs 

and under below thorough interrogation. In this case, the value immediately blocked all legal names and 

or options activity in society, rights to trade rights to media activities, rights to free movement. All the 

properties will be immediately blocked by the government. It will be applied to the appeal of this 

paragraph through a government decree. 

5. All foreign media will be granted temporary blockade. National media will be under the full control and 

under censorship. 

6. All publicly accessible center for connecting to the Internet will be blocked immediately and without the 

possibility of their use. 

7. Internet will be under censorship and monitoring. 

8. Telephone communication will be under monitoring efforts in order to detect any threats of terrorism and 

any form of organized movement in the crime. 

9. Each government of the country in the entire world must support the temporary closure and control of all 

borders within the European terrorism territories, and also the issuance of all persons who have fled 

abroad and cooperation in publishing all information on terrorism. 

10. Attempted illegal border crossing will be punished by immediate imprisonment for a period of five years 

in prison. In the case of the efforts of the opposition to criminality person shot. 



11. Schengen Agreement is concluded for a short time, then there is a clarification of the agreement. Applies 

border regions. At each regional boundary will run full control of identity and security through legal 

checks. 

12. Any person who shall be heard and dismissed out of control, because a person obtains a legal certificate 

of inspection. Legal confirmation in the form of municipal control, regional control, state control, civil 

control. 

13. Issuing new identity and a passport to travel to all persons who were allowed to investigate the polygraph 

or through other other special tactic's. A person who refuses inspection must be heard forcefully or shot 

for their support and cooperation for global terrorism. Subsequently, it will be blocked all rights for 

business, media and social activities for each family member or friend and well-known among these 

people who refused to provide cooperation for the elimination of international terrorism. 

14. Police and special investigative persons have the right to control all persons in the apartment and other 

buildings through thermal monitoring, visualization and X-ray technology. Everyone must respect the 

rights and safety of families and citizens. No one at the same time must not obstruct inspection, control is 

more important than the rights of a different nature. 

15. New legal documentation will be issued after an inspection of each person. To document that is proof of 

citizenship is required to issue a fingerprint image ophthalmic lenses, X-ray skeleton body, facial features, 

other basic biometric characters for the possibility of real legal certainty the value of the new document. 

16. New documents will be issued until the declared fully legal status and guarantee security in the country. 

This means the realization of checks on all persons who have moved within the European and terrorist 

activities have any connection with terrorism. So again, until the hearing, every person who lives or has 

lived in the territory of these states. 

17. The first step will be summoned every citizen to secure his control of the police. 

18. The second step is to check and blocking all roads out of the city, highway, water trails, forest roads, 

railways, airports, and any manner of movement. Anyone who wants to pass blocks, must be the first 

incident investigated by questioning the fundamental lie detector. Anyone who would argue, must be 

imprisoned. 

19. Will be created police, military and civilian those that ensure close monitoring of the entire territorial 

space, cities, forests, meadows, water surface, any other center. 

20. Will be developed special technologies that will autonomously monitor all movement and identification 

of persons in the city, in any other zone. In the case of recording a person who is not identified, the person 

will therefore stoped and imprisoned in jail until fully ensure its safety or court judgment. 

21. Any person who is undergoing interrogation must be willing to answer every question, and before all the 

known information on all persons who are in cooperation on terrorism or any other criminal activity. 

Efforts to lie in order to harm the investigation is punishable by imprisonment and immediate destination 

for questioning in an isolated prison for several years. 

22. Any person living in a country with the obligation to provide all personal information in order to master 

data to enable space-time calculations of our reality through supercomputers are used for detailed analysis 



of all the activities and events or crime in the past, at present and in the future. The information will be 

used for the removal of all criminal activity or criminal threats and terrorism. 

23. Support for terrorism and any action that leads to support for terrorism, such activity is a criminal act. 

24. The suspects or other persons who support terrorism as it should be confined to prison and be under 

constant interrogation for a period of several years, in the psychological coercion to ensure all full 

statements and information about terrorism. Then decide on the dismissal, imprisonment or the death 

penalty. King also owns the right to decide the outcome of the judgment in the interest of his performance. 

25. Construction of special prisons which are based on the full isolation from any value or civilization of 

human existence. Prison is for people who work together on global terrorism which is a threat because of 

the emergence of the first global war. 

26. Refusal to respect the rights of the document will be punished by immediate death penalty immediately 

after questioning persons terrorist activities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
Martial law and international situation and the application: 

 

 

Martial law is declared on the activity of legal claim The constitution of the World Diamond International 

Alliance, and again in the interest of the constitution of the federal government Imperium of Diamond's. 

Martial law is declared in the activity of the legal-political principles of the UN Charter at a special 

system which originated through the current situation which is based on organized crime and the abuse of 

political power in the United Nations. Security Council no longer entitled to principal executive directors, 

and the loss of rights is declared through the main rules of the UN Charter and at the same time the 

interplay of all signatories to the Declaration and international rules among all states and governments of 

countries around the world. Therefore, the claim of martial law is fully applied without the possibility of 

any sort of conflict and change. 

 

It will also be applied in the interest of the International Alliance Constitution, Chapter One, the second 

part during the testimony under the UN Charter. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Strategy for international use: 

 

 

The government of the country that supports terrorism because Europe is losing the right to political or 

any other form of cooperation. This leads to opportunities bankrupt the government, the economy, and 

any other important values of international relations and communications. Therefore, it can also be a 

national overthrow the government and establish a new regime that accepts accountability after the 

previous government sovereignty. Obligation due to the basic nature is therefore cooperation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The threat of weak activity in international representation of 

global security and stable laws: 

 

 

European and other terrorist governments run by terrorist activity to the greatest extent racist, inhumane 

and immoral, perverted activity that is the real norm responsible for designation as a value capable of 

global terrorist attacks, the emergence of the first global war, the effort to eradicate or enslave any 

country that cooperates against terrorism. That means a threat to the existence for seven miliard people on 

the planet. 

European governments and their terrorist alliance was able to get through spying and information 

technologies that are able to travel into outer space between galaxies and alien planets. Therefore, there is 

a risk if world politics is not sufficiently active in the interest of safety and security features of the system 

according to the international agreements and responsibilities of political parties, then it will be possible 

to terrorist governments jointly managed to ensure the emergence of a new civilization anonymous for the 

development of further movement a terrorist regime. 

The new regime terrorist activities may therefore be a major threat to the future security of the 

governments of the countries on the planet Earth and our generations of the human race. We do not know 

the value of the enemy, not know the position of the enemy, not know the interests of the enemy, we let 

the enemy so that he could develop their own values over several tens of years and without supervision or 

blocking against terrorism. 

Current and future governments of your country have in such a case full entitlement to achieve today's 

questioning of the government and obtain information from all persons who have caused the government 

does not respect the country's international obligations and the principles of world peace. This means that 

any such person is therefore designated as a criminal who is responsible for criminal acts and support 

world terrorism with support for the emergence of threats to the creation of the first global war and the 

removal of human existence 

 

 


